
USING COMPOST TOILET

Urinating
-EVERYONE must sit to use the compost toilet (including men).
-Please do not urinate or put any liquids in the back section of the toilet.
It will ruin the compost and make it smell bad.
-Keeping the back hatch closed when urinating it will help divert liquids to the front two holes.
-Urine toilet paper goes in the trash can.
-Keep an eye on the urine jug level and empty it before it gets too full. It will be really bad if it
overflows.
-To empty the urine jug, release the latches located at both front sides of the unit which secure
the bowl to the base. Then raise the bowl to an angle of approximately 45 degrees and remove
and dump the jug outside.

Bowel Movement
-To have bowel movement open the back hatch with the lever on the top left side (as you sit).
-After bowel movement, close the hatch and turn the 3 prong handle 4 times to mix the
compost.
-Bowel movement toilet paper goes in the back of the hatch with compost and bowel.

EVERYTHING ELSE
-AFTER EVERY USE of the compost toilet PLEASE spray a few squirts of the (vinegar and
water) solution.

-Tampons should NOT be placed in the solid hatch. Many brands of these items are made from
a mix of rayon and non-organic cotton and are commonly chlorine-bleached. These will not
decompose - please put them in the trash can.

-To allow for proper ventilation THE LID should always remain CLOSED when not in use.
ALWAYS keep hose attached or smells will blow into the house rather than outside.

-The only reason there would ever be a smell coming from the compost is if liquids have mixed
with the compost and ruined the compost. PLEASE always sit and divert urine to the front two
holes.

-In the case of getting sick and needing to vomit please use a trash can and dispose of the bag.
Do NOT throw up in the toilet. We can provide another trash bag.

THANK YOU for helping save fresh water! 1.28 gallons of fresh water is used every time
you flush with an energy star toilet.


